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Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews January 2017

Photo opportunity of the Month

Comments about and contributions for publication in will be welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.

Galápagos Bees
There are no honey bees on the Galápagos
Islands, and only one bee species. A solitary
carpenter bee which makes its nest in wood
and probably reached the islands in drift
wood many years ago. The black females,
one of the most important insect pollinators
for Galápagos flowering plants are often seen
visiting flowers collecting nectar and pollen.
The males are yellow-brown, smaller, and
much less abundant. In their territories they
make figure-of-eight flights to court females.

Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related image that
could be featured here?

 Please send it to the editors today!

Galapagos Bee Photo - Bugguide.net

Dates for your Diary
Date Event / Description Venue / Contact

Jan, Wed 4th Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
 Talk by Celia Rudland about Honey Bee Communication

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Jan, Mon 9th Winter Beginners Courses starts (19:30 - 21:30)
 First of 10 weekly sessions, presented by David Rudland

Woodhatch Centre
Gill Simpson

Jan,11th18th25th Microscopy Course (20:00 - 22:00)
 7th 8th & 9th of 10 sessions presented by Adam Leitch

Henfold Pavilion
Celia Perry

Feb, Wed 1st Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
 Talk by Adam Leitch about Bee Anatomy

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Feb, Sat 4th Spring Lunch (12:00 - 15:00)
Social get together and a great meal.

Grumpy Mole Brockham
Andrew Buchanan

Feb, Wed 8th Microscopy Course (20:00 - 22:00)
 10th & final session presented by Adam Leitch

Henfold Pavilion
Celia Perry

Feb, Thur 16th Asian Hornet - First Hand Experience (from 19:30)
A talk by David Kemp (Guildford Division)

Cobham Village Hall
Weybridge Division

Feb, Sat 18th 12th Surrey Bee Day (09:30 - 17:00)
Six speakers, six topics, inc ‘Branding Your Product’.

Cobham Village Hall
Sandra Rickwood

Mar, Wed 1st Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:30)
Talk by Richard Ridley - Beekeeping in Africa & Bees Abroad

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Mar, Sat 4th Bee Trade Exhibition (09:00 - 16:30)
40+ Traders, Restaurant, Free Lectures, £4/£5 entrance

Stoneleigh Park
www.beetradex.co.uk

Mar, Sat 25th RBKA’s Auction of Bees & Equipment (from 11:00)
Sell what’s surplus and bid for what’s needed.

Mickleham Village Hall
Paul Cleaver

More dates? The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates Click Here

mailto:rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
http://beetradex.co.uk
http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
edition of , so click on Members Website for lots more

information and, all the latest news and activity updates.

  Editorial

Greetings to All Our Readers
The new year will no doubt bring both new
challenges and new opportunities for the honey
bees, beekeepers in general, as well as for RBKA.
With exception of the likelihood of having to start
to live WITH the presence of the Asian hornet, we
may not know quite what else the year will bring.
But of one thing we can perhaps be certain ... 2017
will be another learning experience; for new and
more experienced beekeepers alike.

Another certainty is that the eclectic content of this
months  should provide something for
everyone. There are also quite a number of not-to-
be-missed upcoming events previewed or
announced that need to be noted in your own dairies
or on calendars … and attended.

Coupled with the notes and tips on the Members
website about what to already be doing in or for
your apiary, one thing is guaranteed … there will be
no shortage of beekeeping activities or events to
keep us all very busy.
Have a good one.

Richard & Graham

http://rbkbblog.com
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Members News
Hoping the New Year is Happy and Successful by Andrew Buchanan

Firstly, I would like to thank Geoff Blay for the
excellent talk on the 'Contents of Henfold's
Honey' which he gave at the December Winter
Meeting. His analysis of which plants the nectar
and pollen were taken by the bees was very
interesting.

I also congratulate Alan Berridge, all his
suppliers of honey and his sales and support
teams, for the great success of the Pop-up-
Shop venture. From five sales sessions during
the build up to Christmas over £2,000 worth of
honey was sold !

Now the bees are all tucked up for the coldest
part of the year in January and February, it's
time to relax and reflect on how the beekeeping
plans you made at the beginning of 2016 came
to fruition - or not. However, don't relax too
much; a browse through beekeeping books and
magazines may promote some ideas to include
in your plans for 2017.

This month is the time of year when the queens
lay very few eggs and consequently the time
when the brood is smallest. This gives an
opportunity, as part of your Integrated Pest
Management Programme, to administer MAQS
Strips or Oxalic Acid to help control Varroa
Destructor, and at the same time to assess the
stores near the cluster.

If in any doubt whether the stores will be
enough to see the bees through to about the
end of March, put some Fondant over one of
the escape holes in the Crown Board.

Talking of MAQs, Oxalic Acid and Fondant, our
Quartermaster for 2016, Phil Elwell, has
stepped down in order to give himself more
time to concentrate on attending the training
sessions at Henfold Copse.  Our thanks are due
to Phil for his efforts to organise the delivery
of so many orders throughout the Summer.
Members needing any type of equipment during
2017 should refer their orders to me (Andrew
Buchanan), as I will be taking over the role of
Quartermaster.
At our Winter Meeting on Wednesday 4th
January at Woodhatch Community Centre Celia
Rudland will talk to us about ‘Communication
Between Honey Bees’. It should be very

interesting; so don't miss it. Neither should the
talk being given at the following meeting on 1st
February be missed, when Adam Leitch will
be detailing the ‘Anatomy of the Honey Bee’.

Elsewhere in this edition of  you will find
details regarding the Spring Lunch planned for
Saturday 4th February. By popular request it
will once again be at the Grumpy Mole on
Brockham Green.

I started this missive on the subject of planning
your beekeeping year and The Spring Lunch is
an excellent chance to compare your ideas with
those of other members over a meal of your
choice and perhaps a glass of something
refreshing.

Lastly, I hope you all enjoyed a great Christmas
and that the New Year is a happy and
successful one.

Andrew Buchanan
01306 712773    07879 552582

andrewb38@btinternet.com
21st December 2016

Both Guildford and Farnham Divisions have
issued challenges and invitations to all SBKA
Divisions to participate in their respective ‘Quiz
Night & Suppers’ when teams of six will be
faced with general knowledge (and some
Beekeeping) questions.

The Guildford Quiz Night is on Friday 27th
January at the Jacobs Well Village Hall,
Guildford. Tickets are £13 per person and
includes a supper of either Cod & Chips or
Veggie Burger.

The Farnham Quiz Night is on Saturday 25th
February at the Tilford Institute, Farnham.
Tickets are £15 per person and includes a
supper of either fish & chips or veggie
shepherds pie provided by the local pub.

For both events, bring your own drinks &
glasses. But just as importantly, bring
yourselves. We are looking to enter at least
one team of six in each event. Brainiac
volunteers please contact Celia Perry.

See the Notice Board (& website) for more info.

‘Egghead’ Team(s) Needed

mailto:andrewb38@btinternet.com
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During th AGM in November, a significant item
of unfinished business remained due to our
outgoing President being unfortunately unable
to attend at the time. However, this was
rectified during the December Winter Meeting.

Andrew Buchanan was delighted to be able
to welcome Malcolm Broatch to that meeting
and reaffirmed the Committee’s pleasure in
bestowing Honorary Membership of Reigate
Beekeepers upon Malcolm. It was also an
opportunity to present Malcolm with the book,
‘The World History of Beekeeping and Honey
Hunting’ by Eva Crane, that had been signed
by many members of RBKA. Which were in
grateful recognition of Malcolm’s commitment
to RBKA since he ‘joined-up’ after after WW2.

Grateful Thanks To Our Outgoing President

Andrew with Malcolm ... pictured at the close of
meeting, when Malcolm had an opportunity

to unwrap and examine the gift book.

  Events News
Pop-Up-Shop Successes - Report

During the latter months of 2016, Alan
Berridge sought venues for a Pop-up-Shop to
be supplied with stock by RBKA and twelve
members; to sell in the run-up to Christmas.
Pitches were booked in Bookham (Barn Hall
Christmas Fair), Dorking (High Street Gala
Night) and two days at Leatherhead (Swan
Centre, with an invitation from the Reigate
Priory School PTA (Annual Craft Fair) also being
included in the schedule.
Management of sales stock; gathered for,
delivered to and collected from each venue,
was efficiently undertaken by Simon & Karen
Ford. Whilst a posse of stall minders, too
numerous to list here (see The Pop-Up-Shop
Blog), variously set-up and made the sales
despite the near or sub zero temperatures
experienced during the outside venues.
And how about those sales …

During the four events over five days, a total
of £2,073 of sales were made.
That grand total was achieved with £414
from sales of RBKA’s own apiaries honey,
£82 from the candle rolling (at the Reigate
Craft Fair) and £1,577 from sales of
individual Members honey and related items.
Commission of 10% from the members’
honey sales covered the pitch costs of £125,
with the balance of £33 added to the float.

A big WELL DONE ALL INVOLVED is deserved.
After a little rest, consideration will be given to
how best to continue this great initiative.

Auction - 25th March - Get Ready

Official Pavilion Opening

The Annual Reigate Beekeepers
Auction of Bees & Beekeeping
Equipment event is scheduled for
Saturday 25th March 2017.

Held, as usual, at the Mickelham Village Hall
and adjacent Mickleham Apiary, the auction
provides an opportunity to sell any of your
unwanted items of equipment or colonies of
bees and/or to bid for items that you need.
Details including T&C’s, Sellers Registration
forms, posters and flyers are available NOW
from https://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/ or via
the Members website click here. Some printed
forms will be available at Winter Meetings.
Our Spring Adult Bee Health Clinic will also be
in operation on the same day.

Looking a further few months ahead, a
significant date in the Reigate Beekeepers’
history will be the official opening of our
pavilion facility at Henfold Apiary.

The date is Saturday 3rd June 2017
We plan to celebrate the occasion with some
of the great and the good from the local
community and beekeeping world.
Make sure you are able to join in by reserving
the date in your diaries, on your calendars
and all four corners of your handkerchief…
and look out for more details nearer the date.

https://rbkbblog.com/2016/11/29/pop-up-shop-team-blog/
https://rbkbblog.com/2016/11/29/pop-up-shop-team-blog/
https://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/
http://wp.me/p2VGpI-63n
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  Notice Board (click the          to also find it and more on our website)

SPRING LUNCH
Saturday 4th

February 2017
12:15 for 1.00pm

at
The Grumpy Mole
Brockham Green

Book NOW to join
fellow members and friends of RBKA
for a great meal together whilst
maybe reflecting upon the last
summer’s beekeeping, and even
daring to contemplate what 2017
may bring.
Select from the ‘a la carte’ menu,
book & pay in advance - just £26
for 2 Courses, or £34 for 3 Courses.
Menu options and booking forms,
with menu selection are now
available on the Members website
and accompany the January
email notice.
Bookings and Payments by the

1st February please.

Surrey Bee Day
Saturday 18th February 2017

Registration 9:30 am, Start 10 am - Close 5 pm
Cobham Village Hall, Lushington Drive, Cobham KT11 2LU

Speakers
● Tony Harris - ‘Botany for Beekeepers’
● George Clouston - ‘Arnia, Benefits to Beekeepers’
● Elli Leadbeater’s Team - ‘Research at RHUL’

including:
● Callum Martin - ‘Are commercial bumblebees

needed for strawberry pollination in the UK?’
● Emily Bailes - ‘Flower margins on farmland, a

beneficial resource or a hotbed of disease?’
● Fabio Manfredini - ‘Understanding the dance

language of honey bees’.
● Mike & Julie Axford - ‘Branding Your Product’

Tickets £24 including lunch
Reservations: email Sandra Rickwood rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
or telephone Joan Johnson 01932 873275.
Payment online to CAF Bank, Surrey Beekeepers Association,
Sort code 40 52 40, account number, 00009321.
Please use reference SBD12           or
Post to Mrs. S Rickwood, 19 Kenwood Drive Walton on Thames
KT12 5AU  Cheques payable to ‘Surrey Beekeepers Association’

GUILDFORD DIVISION SURREYBEEKEEPERS
QUIZ NIGHT & FISH & CHIP SUPPER

Friday 27th January 2017 at 7.30pm
At Jacobs Well Village Hall, Jacobs Well Road, Guildford, GU4 7PD

This is our fourth Quiz Night and
Guildford has now won 2 years in a row!

We would now like it to stay that way, but we invite
and challenge other Divisions to come and

sort out Guildford by making up a table of 6!!

This year we have new Quiz Masters with new ideas.
The quiz will not just be about bees so now is also your
chance to bring other halves or other non-beekeeping

friends to add to the knowledge.

The cost is £13.00 / person to include cod & chips or veggie burger.
Bring your own drinks and glasses. There is also a bar at the hall.

You can make up your own team of 6 players maximum
or leave it to us to put you in a team.

Prior booking is essential for this evening of fun and to do this
please contact as soon as possible: Marilynne Bainbridge on 01483

275949 or email m.abainbridge@btinternet.com

We really do hope that you can make it as it is always nice
to get together for a fun social occasion.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

We will be holding a raffle so the donation of a raffle
prize would be very much appreciated.

FARNHAM BKA QUIZ EVENING
SATURDAY 25TH FEBRUARY 2017

Tilford Institute, Tilford Road, Tilford GU10 2BU
Starting at 7.30pm

Come and test your knowledge of general trivia
Only one bee-specific round…so this is suitable for

those long-suffering partners and friends too!!
Tickets £15 to include supper of

fish and chips or vegetarian shepherd’s pie.
No bar…bring your own!!

Tickets must be paid for by 31 January
and meals booked by then

Contact Di to book….. 01428 654303 or drdcook01@gmail.com

Please make cheques out to FBKA and send to

Di Cook, Homeleigh, Grayswood Road,
Grayswood, Surrey GU272DE

or, if you prefer, make a BACS transfer to
FBKA: sort code 40 52 40

Account Number: 00008497

Farnham challenges you to
beat them in the Quiz!!!!

http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
mailto:rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
mailto:m.abainbridge@btinternet.com
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  Meet the Committee
Some New, some not so New Faces
The 2016 AGM in November saw some very or already familiar faces taking up new roles as
Officers and Committee Members. So in the sprit of seasonal joviality, here they all are.

President
Mike Hill

(Training Coordinator)

Chairman
Andrew Buchanan
(Duty Officer/Quartermaster)

Hon. Treasurer
Vince Gallo

(Librarian)

Hon. Secretary
Gill Simpson

Committee Member
Bob Maurer

(Surrey Show Representitive.)

Committee Member
Sue Hickson

(Membership Secretary)

Committee Member
Simon Ford

(Apiary Coordinator)

Committee Member
Richard Bradfield

(Webmaster/BeeNews co-editor)

  Education News

For those of you wanting to take a BBKA Module or two in March, the closing date by which
you have to get a properly competed form and cheque, or receipt number to me is 3rd
February. Don’t leave it to the last moment, get your application form in in plenty of time.
Then settle down and get on with your studying.

The modules will be held on Saturday 18 March.

Applications for the General Husbandry and Advanced Husbandry assessments must be
with me by 21st February.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at beeexams@hotmail.co.uk
I shall be at the January and February Winter meetings, provided it doesn’t snow, so you can
give your form to me at either of those meetings.

Celia Perry, Surrey Exam Secretary

March Modules and General & Advanced Husbandry Assessments

Your committee look forward to your continued and further support throughout 2017
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  Equipment News

The Zest Hive
If you fancy something new and different for
the New Year and you like the unconventional,
then the Zest Hive may be a consideration.

It is a fascinating combination of industrial
construction - you build the hive walls from 100
mm thick Thermalite blocks - and modern
plastics technology. The design incorporates
many sound principles about beekeeping, or at
least what bees may prefer if they chose their
own hive design !!

The insulating block construction may be similar
to the insulating properties of bee nests in
trees. It is also claimed that the design helps
control humidity, ventilation and condensation
within the hive. And because the hive has
variable space this may lead to less swarming,
also allowing the bees to optimise and manage
the space within the hive as they wish.

Because of the insulation and control of
humidity it may also assist the bees in
controlling the varroa level within the hive.

It may not be as pretty as a WBC but if you
want to investigate further please click this link
to go to their website thezesthive.com.

Zest Hive Photo - thezesthive.com

Questions & Answers

Does Good Hive Insulation Reduce Varroa ?
Observations by some beekeepers have
suggested that in warm weather Varroa
development is not optimal, which may explain
why Varroa levels tend to decline in the late
Spring and Summer. Whilst during the cooler
autumn weather when bee numbers start to
reduce, and brood is not maintained at the
higher temperature, (reducing a degree or so),
this provides optimal temperature for Varroa
rearing, explaining why mite numbers surge.

Some research from the internet suggests this
may be a factor worth considering.

● Groh et al (2004) recorded pupa development
times at different temperatures between
29˚C and 37°C. Above 34.5°C the time for
pupal development stays the same, at 10 to
11 days, but below that temperature pupal
development gets progressively longer.
Dropping the temperature to 33.5°C extends
pupal development by a day and at 32°C by
2 to 3 days. It is not difficult to see how this
extra pupal time might extend the growing
period for Varroa enough to generate an
extra viable daughter or two per cycle.

● Le Conte et al in 1990 showed that Varroa
are most prolific between 32.5˚C and 33.5°C,
which would correspond not only with longer

worker brood times but fits in with the
temperature of drone brood at the nest
periphery.

● Studies of temperature in bee hives suggest
temperature is maintained at between 32˚C
and 36°C, although the optimum varies
between authors, possibly reflecting the need
to calibrate heat sensors accurately, or a
genuine variation between different bees in
different countries or at different ambient
temperatures. In hot weather the brood
temperature may drift up slightly before the
bees take action to cool it, while in cold
weather, it may drift down before bees start
warming the brood. The differences may be
greater in the outer area of brood where
slightly lower temperatures may attract
Varroa.

Temperature however, may not be the only
factor affecting Varroa. A hive with better
insulation allows the bees to maintain not only
a higher temperature but also higher humidity.
Water vapour does not condense if the walls
are as warm as the air. Condensation on cold
hive walls makes the hive act as a dehumidifier,
resulting in lower humidity inside the hive.

The humidity may also affect Varroa levels.

http://thezesthive.com
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● Kraus and Velthius 1997 looked at two
humidity ranges 59% - 68% RH and 79% -
85% RH and found that while 59% of mites
produced offspring at the lower humidity,
only 2% did so at the higher humidity. Putting
the research together, laboratory studies
suggest that Varroa reproduce better at the
lower end of the brood temperature range
and at normal humidity.

● A detailed hive study by Ellis on A. mellifera
scutellata in hives, suggested humidity was
largely under control of the bees and typical
ranges were 50% - 60% RH in A.m. scutellata
in South Africa and A.m.m. and A.m. Buckfast
tested in Denmark, but that local South
African nests in trees had higher humidity at
60% - 70%.

Does a better insulated hive allow bees to
maintain higher temperatures and higher
humidity which helps to control Varroa ?

● Derek Mitchell (2015) suggests that enclosure
wall temperature limits the maximum
humidity since it acts to condense the water
vapour from the air. Effective insulation
would thus allow higher brood humidity to be
maintained than has hitherto been measured
in bee hives, and hence could reach the 80%
said by Kraus and Velthius to inhibit Varroa
development.

Such a hypothesis deserves further scrutiny by
the scientific community.

● To confuse to the debate, a recent study, by
Hou et al, which was done in hives, found
that brood temperatures were higher in
colonies with heavy Varroa infestations. They
found normal low Varroa colonies had a brood
temperature of around 33°C, which the
authors state as being their optimal
temperature, while high Varroa colonies were
at around 34.7°C. The primary aim of the
study was the use of temperature monitoring
as a means of identifying the presence of high
Varroa to indicate the need for treatment.
Interpretation of their results could include
increased metabolic activity in the brood cells
due to the presence of the parasite or maybe
the bees actively raised the brood
temperature in an attempt to defeat the
developing mites, much as our body
temperature rises when we have an infection.

Could this be yet another defence mechanism
to put alongside Varroa sensitive hygiene and
grooming ?

There is clearly much more to be learnt from
further studies on brood, Varroa, temperature
and humidity. However, it does suggest that
there may be advantages of having a fully
insulated hive; not only to assist colony growth
early in the season; but also to reduce the
optimal conditions for Varroa growth.

courtesy of Jim Norfolk West Sussex BKA

A New Year Bee Quiz
Questions for both new beekeepers and perhaps to challenge those with more experience.

Many of the answers have been mentioned in editions of

1. What is the common name of Vespa crabro ?

2. What is it that makes some honeys granulate quicker than others ?

3. Do worker honey bees have spermatheca ?

4. What depths of frames can be used in a B. S. National brood chamber ?

5. One of the UK’s best known beekeepers died in 2010. He wrote a definitive book called
‘Guide to Bees & Honey’. Who was he ?

6. Does pollen provide energy for the honey bee ?

7. What is the name of the middle part of the body of the honey bee ?

8. What is Emile Warre associated with ? Name any year when he lived.

9. Does the honey bee have arteries ?

10. How is propolis carried to the hive by the worker honey bee ?
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11. Plants of the pea and bean family have a rather unusual nectar production facility.
What is it ?

12. How many frames can a B.S. National brood chamber accommodate ?

13. Roughly, how old are the worker honey bees that feed the brood ?

14. How fast does a honey bee fly ?

15. How much does a queen bee eat per day (as a multiple of her body weight) ?

16. How far would a bee have to fly to collect enough nectar to make 1 kg of honey ?

17. Which State in the USA uses the honey bee as it's state insect ?

18. In what country was Brother Adam born ?

19. Do drones have fathers ?

20. What was the name of the famous fictional detective who retired to take up beekeeping
on the Sussex Downs ?

Answers

1. The European Hornet - (the Asian Hornet is called Vespa velutina)

2. Fast granulating honeys have much more glucose than others. The prime example is Oil Seed Rape.

3. Sort of - the workers have vestigial spermatheca which have no reproductive function.

4. 5.5 ins (140 mm) for supers and known as ‘shallow frames’ / 8.5 ins (215 mm) for standard depth brood
boxes and known as ‘brood frames’ / 12.0 ins (304 mm) for deep brood boxes and known as ‘14 x 12’.

5. Ted Hooper MBE. His book is a standard text recommended by BBKA as part of the BBKA exam syllabus.

6. No pollen provides protein. Nectar is a solution containing sugars of various types and includes minerals ,
proteins, organic acids and vitamins, and is used as a carbohydrate to provide energy.

7. The thorax. The segment between head and abdomen where two pairs of wings and six legs are anchored.

8. The Top Bar Hive, a single-story frameless hive, comb hangs from removable bars. He lived from 1876-1951.

9. No. Their blood is held within the cavity of the abdomen, essentially bathing the organs within it.

10. Propolis is carried back to the hive on the hind legs of the foragers.

11. They have stipules at the junctions of leaves and stem which provide nectar. If you look at the black bit in
the middle of the stipule under a magnifying glass you will see the nectar.

12. Eleven frames with space for a dummy board in each box.

13. 3-10 days. Nurse bees feed worker larvae jelly which is secreted from glands that produce royal jelly.

14. About 15 mph (24 kph). Capable of flying 20 miles per hour if not carrying nectar, pollen, water or propolis.

15. She eats 80 times her own body weight per day. That would be equivalent to an average 12 year old eating
6,400 lbs (2,900 kg) of food per day.

16. About 55,000 miles which is nearly 3 flights around the world, which at 15 mph would take 153 days.

17. The State of Maine. The honey bee was recognised as the official state insect of Maine in 1975.

18. Germany. Real name Karl Kehrle, a Benedictine monk, beekeeper, and developer of the Buckfast bee.

19. No. See the article in the June 2015 edition of about the factors that determine the sex of a bee.

20. Elementary my dear Watson !!

Quiz with thanks to Cornwall, Somerton and
Montgomeryshire BKA’s
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 Topical News
The Beauty of Beekeeping and Bees Abroad
The beauty of beekeeping is that it works in so
many ways and aspects. As a means of
poverty relief it is low tech, low cost,
environmentally friendly and culturally
acceptable. The developing world is littered
with failed charity projects that have come to
grief because they did not take into account
the huge differences in circumstances and
cultures between donor and recipient countries.

So why is beekeeping so successful ?

The basic equipment is low cost, can be made
from locally sourced materials and with the
simplest of tools. The KTB (Kenya Top Bar
Hive) for example was specifically designed to
fit the bill in hotter climates.

This photograph shows one made from
bamboo. Its design does not depend on
maintaining bee space which is the thing that
makes our framed hives so tricky to make. No
foundation is required. No extractor is needed,
just a bucket with a lid and some material such
as an old mosquito net for straining.

A simple bee suit can be made from a sack
and any available cloth, as in this photo.

Hive tools and smokers are usually bought but
can be made locally. The fact that the
equipment is simple means that it can easily
be maintained. No need for spare parts. Bees
come free in the form of swarms.

Bee keeping is part of every culture where
there are bees, there is no resistance to it, and
indeed it is welcomed. The value of bees for
pollination is widely understood and much
appreciated in the developing world. Space for
hives is made available as it is here in the UK,
on one’s own land or nearby, so no extra cost.
No electricity is necessary, just some clean
water for washing. No raw materials are
needed, bees’ forage is free and they do much
of the work. A perfect situation.

The price of honey is surprisingly high in the
developing world because it is so valued as a
health food. People understand the many
benefits honey brings to their health and they
often don’t have the alternative of modern
medicines as we do.

Bees Abroad harness the beauty of
beekeeping in poverty relief projects.

Typically, their projects increase income by
around 20%. The extra income is often used to
pay school fees and buy medicines. They are
all volunteers and are all beekeepers. They
always work with groups of beekeepers who
cooperate together. Currently there are thirty
projects in various countries but mostly in
Africa because that is where the need is
greatest.

Their project leaders don’t just get involved in
beekeeping - they have to guide and help with
accounting, marketing, tailoring (to make
suits), transportation and all the many things
that make a successful business based around
the sale of honey. Often they add to the
income from honey by teaching how to make
added value products such as creams and
candles. And there is a lucrative market for
wax because it is usually organic.
For more information about Bees Abroad and
to make a donation click beesabroad.org.uk.

Article and photographs courtesy of Essex BKA
and Richard Ridler, Chairman of Bees Abroad

NOTE - Richard will be the speaker at our 1st
March 2017 meeting in Woodhatch.

http://beesabroad.org.uk
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Bee Friendly - Handsome Weeds
The Malvaceae are the Mallows and the
Onagraceae are Willowherbs, with which most
of us are familiar if we are gardeners, but one
of which is an important bee plant. Neither
family has flowers which are particularly
characteristic as far as their floral parts go, but
there are not that many members so they are
not too difficult to get to grips with.

The Mallows include the Common Mallow
(Malva sylvestris), which is usually called
a weed but is a very handsome plant
and is useful for bees for both nectar
and pollen. The flowers are large and
mauve and it flowers from June to August,
so a good season. The Musk Mallow
(Malva moschata) normally has pink flowers
but we have a cultivated form with white
flowers. It seeds around quite a lot
but is not a problem plant. The pollen,
which is produced in huge amounts, is
white and bees working it, which they
do enthusiastically, finish up looking like
little white ghosts.

A cultivated plant in this family is Lavatera,
or Tree Mallow. This has the typical
Mallow flowers, but they are big and
the plant can grow very tall, given the
right conditions.

It has become naturalised in many areas and
can be found growing on wasteland and
uncultivated ground, particularly in towns,
where it forms a useful addition to the bee
flora. It has huge pollen grains around 140+
μm (1 μm is 1/1,000 mm). That may not seem
big but compared to average pollen size of
about 30 μm and the smallest, forgetmenot,
6 μm, it is quite large. Hollyhock, in the same
family, is similar, as are the Greek Mallows
(Sidalcea spp). All of these make very
handsome and useful garden plants. So not a
family of plants which is going to give you a
good honey crop but very useful as suppliers
of nectar and pollen.

Next the Onagraceae. There are many
species of Willowherb and gardeners spend
many hours pulling them up as they
are serious weeds in the garden. They
are strange plants as they often seem
to resemble the plant that they are
growing close to, so they tend to escape,
then a week or two later they have
grown and are showing their little pink
flowers. Their seeds are formed in an
elongated capsule and are hairy, so that
they float around, establishing themselves
everywhere they can get a toe-hold.
As weeds they are very successful. However
one member of the family, although a
fairly pernicious weed, is important to
many beekeepers and that is Rosebay
Willowherb (Chamerion angustifolium).

  Horticultural News

White Variety of the Musk Mallow

Lavatera Flower Rosebay Willowherb: Fruit at the bottom
of the spike, then ‘female’ flowers, with

‘male’ flowers nearer the top

Photographs - Celia Davis
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Its other name is Fireweed and this has arisen
because it colonises areas where trees have
been burnt or felled or, in the past, on bomb
sites. The flowers start appearing in July and
last until August and form purple/pink spires.
En masse they are an attractive sight. As they
age they become less productive but when
young, yield a good supply of nectar and pollen.

Honey from Rosebay Willowherb is very pale
and the pollen is a distinctive blue/green
colour.

Like many flowers, Rosebay Willowherb has an
interesting pollination mechanism, ensuring to
some extent that it uses pollen from another
plant to donate the male sex cells for
fertilisation: the flowers first open (at the
bottom of the spire) as females with ripe

stigmas and undeveloped anthers. As they get
older the stigmas shrivel and the anthers
develop, so that flowers further up the spike
are effectively male. When a bee visits it
always goes first to the bottom of the spike,
and works its way up, delivering pollen at the
bottom, collecting it at the top. It does this
because the ‘female’ flowers produce more
nectar than the ‘male’ ones. All very cunning.

The Great Willowherb (Epilobium hirsutum) is
a tall plant found growing in ditches and other
damp places but is not very significant as a
honey producer, and other members of the
family: Fuchsia, Evening Primrose, Clarkia and
Godetia are of passing interest only.

courtesy of Celia Davis, Warwickshire BKA
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Photograph - Journal of Current Biology

Pollinating a Flower that Smells Like a Bee Under Attack
A new discovery takes plants’ deception of their
pollinators to a whole new level. Researchers
reporting in Current Biology found that the
ornamental plant popularly known as Giant
Ceropegia fools certain flies into pollinating it
by mimicking the scent of honey bees under
attack. The flies find the smell attractive
because they typically dine on the drippings of
honey bees that are in the clutches of a spider
or other predatory insect.

“These flowers have a complex morphology,
including trapping structures to catch
pollinators, temporarily trap, and finally release
them,” says Stefan Döterl of the University of
Salzburg in Austria. “Flowers of this plant mimic
alarm substances of western honey bees to lure
food-stealing flies as pollinators. Flies are
attracted to the flowers, expecting a meal, but
instead of just finding an attacked honey bee,
they are temporarily trapped in the non-
rewarding flowers and used as pollinators.”

About four to six percent of plants, including
the fly-pollinated genus Ceropegia, are
pollinated by deceit. They engage in false
advertising by appearing to offer a reward, such
as pollen or nectar, a mating partner, or an
egg-laying site. The new study is among the
first to describe a plant that achieves pollination
by mimicking the scent of an adult carnivorous
animal’s meal.

The flies are known as kleptoparasites, and
they feed on honey bees eaten by spiders.

Researchers observing honey bees caught by
a spider noticed that the bee extrudes its sting
and releases a drop of venom. The bees’ venom
contains volatile alarm pheromones, which
serve to call and attract nest mates for help.
They wondered whether the plant might be
taking advantage of this kairomone.

Preliminary experiments showed that honey
bees under simulated attack are highly
attractive to the flies. The researchers then
showed that the floral scent of C. sandersonii
is comparable to volatiles released from honey
bees when under simulated attack. Some of
these shared compounds are strong attractants
for these insects which lures the flies into the
plants’ trap flowers.

This photograph shows a
dead honey bee eaten by a

spider and food-stealing
kleptoparasitic flies.

Researchers wondered how
these flies were finding the
dead honey bees. The drop
of venom that is visible at
the tip of the bee’s sting is
the clue to how they do it.
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